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Abstract
South Carolina has its share of motor vehicle crashes. According to the In-
surance Institute for Highway Safety for 2007, South Carolina was 4th in nation for
rate of motor vehicle crash deaths per 100,000 people. Within South Carolina, run
off road fixed object crashes account for 48% of fatal crashes whereas these types of
crashes count for only 21% of fatal crashes nationally. Utility poles are only second to
trees in fixed objects struck but they are intentionally placed mad made obstructions.
This makes utility poles one of the most serious problems alongside South Carolina
roadways. Over 5% of the pole-related fixed object fatal crashes in the nation oc-
curred in SC, yet we only represent just over 1% of the licensed population in the
US.
This research aims to qualitatively and quantitatively assess pole related crashes
in South Carolina, develop a guiding document to aid in identifying problematic utility
pole crash sites within South Carolina, and suggest suitable improvement counter-
measure to increase safety of the serving demographic. SCDOT crash database for
2004, 2005 and 2006 were used to calculate different descriptive statistics for influ-
encing factors related to pole crashes. Roadside slopes and obstacles were analysed
using laser data from a prior study of run-off-road crashes in South Carolina.
The analysis revealed that the most influential factors in pole crashes were lack
of proper light conditions, no use of restraining devices, speeding, probable causes like
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driver inattentiveness, driving under influence(DUI) and urban roads. Young male
drivers below the age of 35 years were the most affected driver group. Relocating poles
further away of the traveled way effectively reduces the number of crashes. Clear zone
analysis revealed that lack of minimum clear zone is a major factor in utility pole
related crashes.
The most effective treatment for improving roadside safety include placing
utilities underground (the most expensive option) and relocating poles beyond the
clear zone requirement. After looking at the benefit/cost analysis of several sites, most
sites with ADT over 4,000 veh/day returned B/C ratio of 1.5 or better for relocation.
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Imagine two Boeing 747 aircrafts crashing every week for a year, difficult to
gauge the loss of life? Well thats how many people die in motor vehicle related crashes
on an average every year on United States roadways. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety reports 37,261 deaths in motor vehicle crashes in 2008. Motor vehicle
crashes are the 5th leading cause of death in United States, even higher than deaths
related to diabetes. In 2008, Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) statistics
show that almost one quarter of the motor vehicle fatalities are attributed to run of
the road crashes which involve a vehicle leaving the roadway and hitting a fixed object
such as a tree or utility pole alongside the road. A fixed object is any immovable object
by the roadside that, because of the its structure, strength and position, may result
in an increased probability of a crash when a motor vehicle leaves the roadway. The
Fixed objects include hazards like trees, utility poles, traffic barriers, embankments,
ditches, culverts, bridge piers, fences, buildings, light supports, walls and others.
According to 2006 FARS statistics, 9,136 motor vehicle deaths out of 42,642
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Figure 1.1: Percent distribution of fixed object crash deaths by object struck, 2006
were reportedly related to fixed object crashes, 1 percent more than in 2005. The
proportion of motor vehicle crash deaths involving collisions with fixed objects has
remained between 19 and 22 percent since 1979 [4]. The Figure 1.1 shows the dis-
tribution of national fixed object crash deaths for 2006. Trees are the most common
fixed object struck, about 50% of deaths in fixed object crashes involved a vehicle
striking a tree. Utility poles were the next most common objects struck, accounting
for 12 percent of deaths. Thus utility poles are only second to trees in fixed object
crashes.
Furthermore for 2006 FARS data shows 95 percent of the deaths in fixed object
crashes involved only single vehicle and the rest (5 percent) involved multiple vehicles.
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Table 1.1 Utility poles are significant problem in road safety as they are a man made
Table 1.1: Death in fixed object crashes by type, 2006
Crash type Deaths %
Single-vehicle crashes 8,705 95
Multiple-vehicle crashes 426 5
All crashes 9,136 100
problem, utilities were put there intentionally whereas trees are naturally present.
“Utility pole crashes are fixed-object crashes that involve vehicles leaving the
travel lane, encroaching on the roadside, and striking a utility pole. Utility poles
can also contribute to the severity of other types of crashes. Many crashes are not
classified as ROR or fixed-object crashes where one or more vehicles strike a utility
pole. Crashes are often classified by First Harmful Event. In some cases, striking
the utility pole is a secondary event that may be as severe as, or more severe than,
the first harmful event. Crashes involving utility poles as secondary events easily go
unnoticed when examining the total magnitude of the utility pole crash problem.”
[10]
Utility poles represent one of the more substantial objects that are intention-
ally placed on roadsides. “The U.S. has over 88 million utility poles on highway rights-
of-way. Utility poles are substantial both in sheer number and in structural strength.”
[10] The only fixed object more frequently struck in fatal fixed-object crashes is trees
[2]. (Figure 1.1). Because of the strong structural strength and relative small impact
surface of utility poles, these crashes are often severe. The predominant placement of
poles along urban corridors tends to keep severity lower because volume of vehicle is
higher and speeds are lower. Figure 1.2 shows the maximum severity for pole crashes,
with 40% involving injury or fatality. [10]
Thus, due consideration has to be given to reducing the number of utility
3
Figure 1.2: Distribution of maximum severity for pole crashes
pole related crashes to improve the run-of-road fixed object crash statistics. This
thesis will investigate the factors contributing to poles crashes, analyze them and
recommend corrective measures.
1.2 Defining The Problem
The United States Census Bureau estimates the South Carolina population in
2009 was 4,561,242 ranking it 24th among the U.S. states. However South Carolina
has its share of motor vehicle crashes. For 2007, South Carolina was 4th in nation for
rate of motor vehicle crash deaths per 100,000 population and 13th in the nation for
total number of fatal vehicle crashes [4]. Fixed objects crashes contribute to 48% of
all fatalities in South Carolina, nationally they contribute to only 21% [4]. Figure 1.3
portrays the fatal roadside crashs by object stuck in SC in 2006. Within South
Carolina, run off road fixed object crashes account for 48% of fatal crashes whereas
these types of crashes count for only 21% of fatalities nationally. Over 5% of the pole-
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related fixed object fatal crashes in the nation occurred in SC, yet we only represent
just over 1% of the population of the U.S. South Carolina has 14.73 fatal utility
pole crashes per million licensed drivers and United States has 4.43. Thus, South
Carolina has more than three times the fatal utility pole crashes per million licensed
driver population than the nation (4.43 vs. 14.73). Forty-two percent of drivers
killed in fixed object crashes in US in 2006 were males younger than 35. Hence, after
normalising these factors, South Carolina having considerably less population suffers
from a high number of pole related crashes. This makes utility poles one of the most
serious problems alongside South Carolina roadways. This research aims to look in
depth view of utility poles as a roadside hazard and describe the magnitude of the
problem specific to South Carolina.
Figure 1.3: Fixed object fatal crashes in South Carolina, 2006
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1.3 Goals and Objectives
The goal of this research is to develop a guiding document to aid in identify-
ing problematic utility pole crash sites within South Carolina, and suggest suitable
improvement countermeasures to improving the safety of the serving demographic.
To fulfill this goal researchers set the following objectives,
• Qualitatively and quantitatively assess poles related crashes in South Carolina
and perform in depth study of the problem
• Suggest potential countermeasures to increase safety and analyze the potential
benefits
A multi-task approach was taken to achieve the objectives, utilizing exist-
ing literature, crash data, roadside hazard data, and the Roadside Safety Analysis
Program.
• Define the magnitude of pole crash problem in South Carolina
• Review existing literature on pole crashes and improvement counter measure-
ments
• Analyze trends associated with pole crashes
• Analyze a convenience sample from Support for Elimination of Roadside Hazard
project to evaluate clear zone sufficiency and assess existing roadside character-
istics associated to pole crashes
• Define range of potential Benefit/Cost ratios for implementing utility pole re-
location and other countermeasures
• Establish a priority ranking method for pole crashes based on existing data and
identify hazardous sites and road segments in South Carolina
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1.4 Thesis Organization
The remainder of thesis provides details associated with this effort. Chapter 2
provides with a brief overview of the literature reviewed with a concentration on pole
crashes, clear zone concepts, and finally potential treatments. Chapter 3 discusses
the approach and methodology used in analyzing different trends in South Carolina
pole crashes, comparison of pole and tree crashes, analysis of a convenience sample for
clear zone estimation, run benefit/cost analysis and development of a framework for
priority ranking system. Chapter 4 discuses the results for the descriptive statistics
for poles and comparison of Pole vs Tree crashes, various factors affecting the clear
zone requirements of the convenience sample, the results of benefit/cost analysis and
finally provides the crash ranking system. Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions by




Highest fatalities related to traffic collision in the US were seen in 1969, when
53,543 fatalities were reported. But this number has constantly decreased and in
1992 they were 39,250. Since then the traffic fatalities in the US have fairly been
constant at around 40,000 deaths per year. At the same time the due to the increase
in the vehicle numbers on the roads, vehicle mile traveled have increased. In 1966,
the fatality rate (deaths per 100 million vehicle miles traveled) was 5.5 fatalities per
100 MVMT. Gradually over the year this rate has improved and leveled off in 2000
to around 1.5 fatalities per 100 million miles traveled. [19] [18]
About 90% of the US highways currently in use were built prior to 1950 [2].
THese roads in urban areas have narrow right of way. Over the year the vehicular
traffic has increased with the increasing population, this resulted in the increased
demand for utility services. These utilities are placed in the allready crowded Right
of Ways, making it difficult to improve or upgrade the conditions for increases vehic-
ular traffic. The demand for good street and highway systems and for increasingly
sophisticated utility service will continue to grow in America [10].
Every year around 15,000 people die in roadside crashes and injury another
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1,000,000 [19]. It is estimated in 1988 dollars, societal costs of reported 1985 U.S.
roadside crashes to be $65 billion [20]. Accounting for inflation (2000 dollars), these
values to current dollars and current roadside crash levels produces a current estimate
of $110 billion was observed for roadside crashes [20]. These losses are equivalent to
$1,600 per year for an average family of 4 persons [20].
In the USA, the National Electrical Safety Code published by the IEEE, sets
the standards for construction and maintenance of utility poles and their equipment.
Following are the details of utility poles used on the United States roadways [1],
• Poles range from 20-100 feet tall; the standard pole is 35 feet tall.
• Popular pole trees include Douglas fir, Southern pine, and Western red cedar.
• Poles are buried about 6 feet in the ground and spaced about 125 feet apart.
• The wood pole’s lifespan is about 30-40 years. Sounding, drilling, and coring
inspections give information about the pole’s condition.
• Attachment weight, moisture content, vibration, and settling add stress to poles.
• Utility poles may also be made of concrete, steel, or a fiberglass composite.
Utility poles are strong unyielding objects that are intentionally placed in the
right if way of the roadway. There are over 88 million utility poles on the US highway
ROWs today [2]. These utility poles represent the 2nd most likely single item in the
roadside to be involved in fatal crashes second to only trees [3]. Utility pole crashes
are more common in urban areas with higher traffic volumes. Utility poles have high
structural strength and usually offer a small contact area when struck by a vehicle,
resulting in a severe crash [10].
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Utility pole crashes are a subset of run-off-road (ROR) crashes. Utility pole
crashes are fixed-object crashes that involve vehicles leaving the travel lane, encroach-
ing on the roadside, and striking a utility pole [10]. Run-off-road crashes can be mini-
mized by 1, keeping vehicles from leaving the roadway and 2, reducing the severity of
impacts after leaving the roadway. Restricting the vehicle on the roadway and in its
respective lane is always ideal [10]. In 1999, only 1 percent of pole crashes involved fa-
talities, whereas about 40 percent of pole crashes involve injuries(NHTSA GES 1999).
Weather and lighting conditions also affect pole crashes, with 25 percent occurring
in adverse weather and nearly half occurring in dark conditions (25 percent in dark
but lighted areas) (NHTSA GES 1999). Unlike tree crashes, utility pole crashes are
more common in urban areas with higher traffic volumes [10].
Clear zone concept and South Carolina clear zone policies
Clear zones are the adjacent areas provided along the roadways which are
free from any hazardous obstacles or any steep slopes for the drivers of run off road
vehicle to regain control and stop safely or return to the roadway in a safe and proper
manner.
The AASHTO Roadside Design Guide defines a clear zone as the “total road-
side border area, starting at the edge of the traveled way, available for safe use by
errant vehicles, may consist of a shoulder, a recoverable slope, a non-recoverable slope,
and/or a clear run-out area. The desired minimum width is dependent upon traffic
volumes and speeds and on the roadside geometry. Simply stated, it is an unob-
structed, relatively flat area beyond the edge of the traveled way that allows a driver
to stop safely or regain control of a vehicle that leaves the traveled way” [3].
“A recoverable slope is a slope on which a motorist may, to a greater or lesser
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extent, retain or regain control of a vehicle by slowing or stopping. Slopes flatter than
1V:4H are generally considered recoverable. A non-recoverable slope is a slope which
is considered traversable but on which an errant vehicle will continue to the bottom.
Embankment slopes between 1V:3H and 1V:4H may be considered traversable but
non-recoverable if they are smooth and free of fixed objects.” Furthermore a clearzone
runout area is that area at the toe of a non-recoverable slope which can be used by
the run off road errant vehicle to regain control. Slope that are steeper than 1V:3H
are considered non-recoverable and non-traversible, hence are not a part of the clear
zone [5].
“The Plan Preparation Guide provided by South Carolina DOT is a technical
guide for the design of highways and preparation of plans. It is to be used as a sup-
plement to the SCDOT Highway Design Manual, various AASHTO Manuals, and the
accepted standard practices of the South Carolina Department of Transportation. It
was prepared by Road Design Personnel using previous design material and accepted
engineering practices with the approval of the Road Design Engineer. This Guide is
written to provide assistance to the designer by supplementing existing design poli-
cies, manuals, and directives recognized by the Department. The Plan Preparation
Guide is an effort in providing uniformity, clarity, and accuracy to the plans developed
by and for the Department.” [21]
South Carolina Plan Preparation Guide details the clear zone concept in its
Chapter 10, section 10-1. Which states that “The clear zone is the roadside area
that should have traversable slopes and contain no natural or man made objects that
are considered non-yielding. The clear zone begins at the edge of the travel way and
extends a distance as determined by the Figure 2.2 and Table in figure 2.1. If the
clear zone distance is impractical to meet, then a roadside barrier (guardrail, etc.)
should be used”
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These tables and charts provided in SCDOT Plan Preparation Guide are the
same as those provided in the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide.
Figure 2.1: Clear Zone Distance Table from SCDOT Plan Preparation Guide
Federal Highway Administration policy is to locate all the utilities as close
to the right of way line as possible [5]. The AASHTO Highway Safety Design and
Operations Guide, 1997, states that utilities should be located as close to the right
of way line as feasible [5]. Locating a pole as far as feasible from the traveled way
12
Figure 2.2: Clear Zone Distance Graph from SCDOT Plan Preparation Guide
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improves sight lines and visibility, providing a safer roadside [5].
For some project sites it is not always feasible to relocate all poles within
project right of way. Where ever possible such sites with historic high crash rate or
potential crash locations like within horizontal curves should be selected for poten-
tial improvement counter measures. Such as relocating the utilities or eliminating
the hazard by placing them underground. However when pole cannot be relocated,
mitigation such as breakaway poles or shielding can be beneficial. Care should be
taken so as to avoid placing utilities in locations creating a funnel directing an out of
control vehicle into utility pole.
Potential Treatments
Roadways are typically designed according to the Federal Highway Admin-
istration (FHWA) and American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) standards. States use these standards for their respective design
guides. Theses standards can be used to improve the utility pole crash situation in
United States.
TO avoid utility pole crashes, the foremost aim is to keep the vehicle on the
road and in their respective lanes. Normally motorist abide by these conditions but
sometimes errant vehicles do leave the traveled way and encroach upon the roadside
and sometimes end in run off road crash. The Guide for Reducing Collisions Involving
Utility Poles recommends that to reduce the number and severity of crashes involving
utility poles, luminaire poles, traffic signal supports, and other poles and supports,
the following objectives may suffice,
• Reduce the hazard of specific utility poles in high-crash and high-risk locations,
• Prevent placing utility poles in high-risk locations, and
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• Minimize the likelihood of crashing into a utility pole when vehicles run off the
road.
In 1998, AASHTO’s Strategic Highway Safety Plan, developed by the AASHTO
Standing Committee for Highway Traffic Safety with the assistance of the Federal
Highway Administration, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and
the Transportation Research Board Committee on Transportation Safety Manage-
ment. This plan identified strategies in 22 key emphasis areas that affect highway
safety. Each of the emphasis areas includes strategies and an outline of what is needed
to implement each strategy. [22]
NCHRP Project 17-18(3) developed a series of guides to in reducing injuries
and fatalities in targeted emphasis areas. The guides correspond to the emphasis areas
outlined in the AASHTO Strategic Highway Safety Plan. Each guide includes a brief
introduction, a general description of the problem, the strategies/countermeasures
to address the problem, and a model implementation process [22]. The National
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 500, Volume 8 : A guide
for reducing collisions involving utility poles, is of special interest for this thesis as it
principally deals with utility pole crash problem [10]. Each strategy provided in the
manuals provides the user with an indication of whether the particular strategy has
been tried with no results, is still experimental, or is proven. When strategies are
proven, further information such as the accident modification factors are provided for
use by the implementing agency. The research team reviewed each of these guides and
also pulled supplementary information from past research to study roadside obstacles
and their potential treatments [10].
A multi tasked approach involving the efforts of the stakeholders, highway
agencies and utility companies, is best suited to treat existing problem locations and
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high-risk sites, preventing the development of new high-risk sites, and systematically
reviewing and treating high-risk corridors. Figure 2.3 lists the objectives and several
related strategies for reducing the consequences and frequency of utility pole crashes.
The efforts to relocate or remove the utilities are time consuming and costly, which
is why they receive less attention then is needed to pro actively reduce the severity of
utility pole crashes. Agencies encounter challenges in developing pole safety program.
In fact, the do nothing option is often the more costly approach, even when neglecting
the potential liability cost, which could be considerable. It is estimated that safety
treatments for exposed poles actually result in saving utility maintenance funds [11].
The lack of such attention received by these strategies solidifies the decision to de-
velop a focused and well-documented program to maximize the safety improvements
effectiveness [10].
Figure 2.3: List of statergies for corresponding objective set
Figure 2.4 provides several utility pole treatment strategies and ranks them by
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implementation time frame and relative cost to implement and operate. Many of the
treatments have proved beneficial which include, removing select poles from hazardous
locations, relocating poles in hazardous locations to locations further from the road,
shielding drivers from poles in hazardous locations, placing utilities underground, and
decreasing the number of poles along a corridor. Engineering judgment should be used
along with these measures while deciding on improvement treatments for problematic
utility poles as these treatments may need additional right of way due to new design
constraints. Also environmental impacts of all the treatments proposed at these sites
should be given due importance. [10]
Figure 2.4: Classification of strategies by time taken
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There are many issues involving utility pole relocation. These activities need
to be simultaneously coordinated with the utility companies, who own these poles.
The cooperation of utility companies is vital to archive the goal of relocation. Their
involvement helps in relocating the utilities without disrupting the services to public.
Justifying relocation need extensive research and data from the maintainance record
system, crash data, etc. Crash data tells the story of the accident and will help
determine the relevance of the utility pole to the severity of the accident. Study
should be conducted to evaluate the entire are in scope as removing or relocating one
pole will not solve the safety issue. Also removing pole and leaving behind the trees
on the site, will just transfer the safety issue from pole related crashes to tree related
crashes.
It is observed that utility pole crashes decrease as the distance between the
poles and the roadway increases i.e. as sufficient clear zone is provided. Significant
improvements can be observed when the poles at least 10 feet from the roadway. As
the pole distance from edge of traveled way is increased beyond 10 feet, there is slow
increase in safety rate. Figure 2.5 shows the expected percent reduction in crashes as
utility poles are relocated away from the roadway for ADT = 10,000 and pole density
= 40 poles/mile [7] [8].
“Impact measures include the number, severity, and rate of target crashes.
In this case, the target crashes should include all run off road, fixed-object crashes
and any crashes striking poles at the specific site. The impact should consider the
overall severity of the target crashes to determine that there was an actual safety
improvement and not a problem transferal. To account for crashes migrating to the
next available pole or other object, it is prudent to make the study area large enough
to cover the problem area. If the study area is too small, then the crashes may have
migrated beyond the boundaries and go undetected in the evaluation.” [10]
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Figure 2.5: Percent reduction in crashes for moving utility poles farther from the
traveled way
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Pole lines also carry a variety of utilities and multiple party coordination will
be required to replace all these utilities underground. Some of the times there may
not be adequate room underground, also right of way needed may be costly especially
in urban areas. Such situation demand the cooperation of all the parties involved and
a cost sharing policy to alleviate the financial burden to any one stakeholder.
Finally fewer the utility poles on the roadside, lesser the likelihood of being hit
by a vehicle. To archive larger span between to utility pole larger pole will be needed
and larger utility pole are directly related to increase in severity of crash as the larger
pole will be more stronger. Once again issues arrive that require a cooperative effort
to come to an acceptable solution.
Utility Pole Safety Cost Sharing Initiative and the Fixed Ob-
ject Free Area (FOFA)
United State Department of Transportation (USDOT) partners with various
states to help develop and promote programs and technologies which can reduce the
number of fatalities and injuries on nations roadways. In tandem with this program
PENNDOT (Pennsylvania Department of Transportation) had set a goal to reduce
the fatalities in Pennsylvania to 1.0 fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles traveled
by the year 2008. Fixed object crashes are major contributers to the total traffic
fatalities in Pennsylvania, moreover Pennsylvania has the most utility pole fatalities
than any other state in US. Considering all these statistics PENNDOT in teamed up
with the utility companies in Pennsylvania to consider several alternatives to treat
utility pole high crash locations. The cost for improving the safety of the commuters
at site were proposed improvement are thought to be beneficial, would be shared
between PENNDOT and the utility companies. Both the stakeholders consented on
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a set of recommendations that are cost effective and will substantially reduce the
potential for future utility pole crashes [6].
Depending upon the site conditions at each proposed improvement location,
if utility pole relocation or underground utilities is agreed upon as the solution, then
a Fixed Object Free Area (FOFA) will be provided. “A FOFA is defined as the total
roadside area, both laterally and longitudinally from the highway, which will be free
of above ground utility/service poles and other utility appurtenances, trees, or other
above ground fixed objects” [6]. FOFA is similar to Clear Zone provided taken into
consideration the respective AADT and speed limit. These locations will be recorded
on highway plans and maintained by PENNDOT to ensure that no utility pole per-
mits are granted in the future in the restricted areas. Plans are underway to include
the FOFA concept into PENNDOT’s design manuals. Funding for such a initia-
tive is expected to be full filed by proposed Federal highway funding reauthorization




A structured approach was taken to achieve the goals and objectives. The
flowchart shown in Figure 3.1 explains the various steps and phases involved in this
research.
Figure 3.1: Various phases and steps taken to achieving the objective
3.1 Data Sources
For this research the following data sources were compiled and analyzed.
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• Three years (2004 to 2006) of South Carolina crash data with GPS coordinates
received from South Carolina Department of Transportation.
• Roadside features database collected for Clemson University project “Support
for the Elimination of Roadside Hazards- Defining acceptable clear zones through
collision data”
SCDOT maintains databases of crash data for the entire state. These databases are
compiled from the police accident report form completed by the responding police
officer. The police report contain varying degrees of information on contributing
causes of accidents (road conditions, weather, animals, etc), location and severity
(fatality, injury or property damage only). This database maintained by SCDOT can
be used to understand the trends in the South Carolina utility pole related crashes.
The crash database includes every reported crash. Each crash is identified by
a unique accident number [ANO]. This database is basically divided into three tables
namely,
1. Location table which consists of information related to the location of the crash
such as the GPS coordinates, time, day, date, weather conditions,etc.
2. Unit table which contains information related to the number of vehicles involved
in the crash such as vehicle type, speed limit, number of occupants, etc.
3. Occupant table which consists of all occupant related information such as gen-
der, age, race, seat location,etc.
The databases for years 2004, 2005 and 2006 were used as data source for this study.
These 3 years of location data consisted of 333,051 crashes in total. The unit table had
623,738 involved vehicles, note that this number is larger than the number of records
in location table as there could be more than one vehicle involved in the accident.
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Occupant information was only available for 2004 and it reported 273,733 occupants.
All the above mentioned tables are linked by the basic accident number[ANO]. Pre-
liminary inspection, the database did not contain several items of interest to the
researchers. Additional data was requested from SCDOT to include traffic volumes,
functional classification, speed limit, number of lanes, etc. This data was manually
obtained from SCDOT’s Greenville, SC office by querying the SCDOT Roadway In-
ventory Management System (RIMS). Figure 3.2 shows the user interface of RIMS
used to obtain missing data.
Figure 3.2: User interface of SCDOT Roadway Inventory Management System
Clemson University Transportation Systems research group under the leader-
ship of Dr. Jennifer H. Ogle with sponsorship from SCDOT conducted a pilot study
to identify, inventory, and recommend roadside improvements for a select sample of
South Carolina roadways experiencing high numbers of fatal and injury crashes result-
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ing from hitting fixed roadside objects such as trees, utility poles, drainage structures,
etc. One of the results of this study was a detailed inventory of roadside features of
the selected sites. This inventory consisted of,
1. A detailed video-log of selected road segments involved in fixed object crashes,
Figure 3.3
2. Rotary-Laser measurement device produced detailed roadside feature plots, Fig-
ure 3.4
3. GPS location, Figure 3.5
Figure 3.3: Video-Log and GPS output
This data was obtained by using the Clemson University mobile transportation
laboratory van. This instrumented vehicle is capable of simultaneously collecting
video and laser measurements of the roadside topography and associate them with
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Figure 3.4: 360 degree rotating laser in action
the GPS location of position the van is driven on. The video-log is collected by
recording the roadside with two cameras situated in front and back of the vehicle.
The roadway features, cross slope and distances to roadside obstacles are measured
by the rotary laser attached to the rear of the vehicle which rotates 360 degrees and
takes 400 measurements within one revolution at a rate of 20,000 samples per second.
To compile and analyses this raw data a Matlab based GUI software was written and
used to plot the laser measured data.
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Figure 3.5: South Carolina 2004-2006 pole crashes by GPS location
3.2 Trends in SC Crash Database
To understand the trends in the utility pole related crashes of South Carolina,
descriptive statistics for different influential roadway and driver related characteristics
were calculated. Descriptive statistics will help explain trends in a systematic way.
Descriptive statistics were produced exclusively for pole related crashes by filtering
the SC vehicle crash database for pole related crashes.
3.2.1 Poles Descriptive Statistics
As mentioned in the data sources section South Carolina vehicle crash databases
for years 2004, 2005 and 2006 are used. These databases contain all crashes for the
respective years and research team was interested in only those crashes which in-
volve utility poles. This is achieved by running various queries using Microsoft Office
Access, a relational database management system. The original 3 years database
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consisted of 333051 crashes in total. To extract the pole related crashes from this
enormous database the following fields where used;
• FHE: First Harmful Event
• MHE: Most Harmful Event, Figure 3.7
• SOE: Sequence of Events
These fields where queried for the following pole classifications from different tables.
• 61: Utility Pole
• 54: Light Luminaries Support
• 58: Other (Post, Pole, Support, etc.)
Thus, this research concentrates only on crashes classified as pole related by the
reporting police officer.
SOE and MHE extraction from location database gave the most number of
crashes, 7217. FHE extraction of the same location database resulted in 5413 crashes.
These results were consolidated by removing duplicates to obtain 7759 crashes. 6734
out of 7759 were single vehicle crashes and 1025 involved two or more vehicles. Sub-
sequently querying the units database 8954 units were found to be involved in pole
related crashes. Occupant information was only available for 2004, in that year 3606
occupants were identified. For 2004, 2482 pole related crashes involved 2746 drivers.
Descriptive statistics were obtained by preforming cross tabs in Microsoft Ac-
cess for different roadway and driver behavior features. Access cross tab query is
helpful in presenting summary information in a compact format (e.g., driver age vs
speeding). The crash database provides a wide variety of data that can be cross
tabbed and presented, these factors are divided into three groups namely,
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Figure 3.6: South Carolina Traffic Collision Report Form TR-310
Figure 3.7: Selected pole crashes classified by Most Harmful Event
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1. Environmental Factors:
• Day of week
















3.2.2 Comparison between Pole and Tree Crashes
As seen in the introduction section, FARS data for 2008 shows that the two
biggest problems for run-off-road fixed object deaths are trees (48 %) and poles (12%
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utility poles + 1 % light support). In this section we will compare the descriptive
statistics of both trees and poles. Such comparison will help us to better understand
the factors which are influential in these crashes. For this analysis statistics on trees
were obtained from an earlier study. A graphical representation method was used to
emphasize the differences and similarities in the trends. Thus analysis of the factors
influencing these two types of fixed object crashes was performed.
3.3 Framework for Priority Ranking
Crash sites can be ranked by different criteria namely crash rate, crash fre-
quency, crash density and crash severity. All these methods have have certain limi-
tations and regression-to-mean bias. For example, crash rate is biased towards short
roadway segments, crash density is biased towards crowded road networks like urban
areas, and crash frequency analysis is biases towards sites with high traffic volumes.
Hence to identify a true deviant site a comprehensive crash ranking matrix was devel-
oped for roadway system in South Carolina. The crash data obtained from SCDOT
for 3 years (2004, 2005 and 2006) were used to complete four ranking systems:
1. Kernel Density Analysis
2. Crash-Rate Analysis
3. County/Route-Frequency Analysis and
4. Crash Severity Analysis
Figure 3.8 shows South Carolina pole related crashes located using GIS coordinates
used for priority ranking analysis.
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Figure 3.8: Pole crashes located on South Carolina map using GPS coordinates
3.3.1 Kernel Density Analysis:
Kernel density analysis calculates a magnitude per unit area from point or
polyline features using a kernel function to fit a smoothly tapered surface to each point
or polyline. This analysis was performed using spatial analyst toolbox in Arcview
GIS. The spatial data of all the pole crashes was used to plot the crashes in Arc
GIS (Figure 3.8). The kernel density function calculates the density of pole crashes
within an area around those crashes. Hence a smooth curve results around each
crash location, the surface value for each location is highest at the exact location and
decreases as the radius increases. For this analysis, a radius of 10 mile was used to
plot the area. The population input for the kernel density analysis was set to none.
Thus, a density plot of all pole related crashes in South Carolina was produced. It can
be seen from the Figure 3.9 that areas around Greenville, Columbia, Myrtle Beach,
Charleston, etc. were identified as the leaders in density pole related crashes in South
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Carolina. This is not surprising, since urban areas tend to have more curb and gutter
sections where poles are often placed close to the roadside.
Figure 3.9: South Carolina 2004-2006 pole crash density
After running the kernel density analysis the areas were categorized into 3
different regions based upon the density of crashes per unit area. The crashes in the
region of highest crash density were given a ranking of one and crashes in the lowest
density region were given a ranking of three. All the ANOs were assigned a ranking
based upon the region they fell into.
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3.3.2 Crash Rate Analysis:
Crash rate ranking analysis uses information on segment length, number of
crashes on segment and AADT data on the segment. The buffer function available
in the spatial analysis toolbox of ArcGIS was used to identify the number of crashes
occurring on each road segment. Buffers created on local roads close to each other
indicated that the crashes falling into those buffers were counted twice hence were
not considered in this analysis. Thus, to reduce the error some crashes on local
streets were dropped from the analysis. A buffer of 250 feet (approximately 80 meter)
was created for corresponding segments and related crashes were overlayed using
the overlay function. Figure 3.10 show the buffer analysis performed on a roadway
segment. The total segment length for each site was calculated as the difference




L ∗ AADT ∗ 365 ∗ 3
(3.1)
Where,
A = Number of crashes in three years(2004 to 2006)
L = Lenght of segment
AADT = Average annual daily traffic (Obtained from SCDOT)
The ratio between crash count and exposure was calculated as crash rate and
is the rate for hundred million vehicle miles of travel. The calculated crash rates were
sorted in descending order. Crash site rates were sorted into three groups. The sites
with the highest third of crash rates were ranked 1 and sites in the second highest
third group were ranked 2 and so on.
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Figure 3.10: 250 feet buffer around the roadway segment
3.3.3 County/Route Frequency Analysis:
Frequency analysis or total number of crashes occurring on individual road
segments is also a popular ranking system. For this analysis a spatial selection query
was performed in ArcGIS to select all the road segments with crashes on them. All the
pole crashes were assigned to their respective road segments by performing a spatial
join. Each route with crashes associated to it was then ranked in order of highest
number of crashes to least number of crashes. The list was split into three groups,
the routes in the group with highest crash frequencies were given a rank of 1 and the
second group was given a rank of 2 and the routs with fewest crashes assigned a rank
of 3.
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3.3.4 Crash Severity Analysis:
Crash severity deals with the injury status of the crash. The crashes recorded
in the crash database are classified according to KABCO classification. The KABCO
codes are selected based on the at the site judgment of the investigating police officer
completing the crash report. If the accident involves a fatality either on site or within
30 days of the crash, then the crash is recorded as a K(K= Killed). There are three
categories for injury crashes (A= Incapacitating injury, B= Non-incapacitating injury,
C= Possible injury) and finally O= property damage only crashes. Table 3.1 shows
an example crash severity ranking table. These pole crashes were ranked according
to following ranking system where a
• Fatal crash(K) = 1
• Injury crash(A, B and C) = 2
• Property Damage Only (O) crash = 3
Each crash was ranked based on the worst severity classification identified for
occupants in the crash.
3.3.5 Cumulative Crash Ranking:
Every pole crash accident number (ANO) was assigned a cumulative rank,
by adding up the respective individual ranks explained above. The scores ranked
from 4 to 12 depending upon how each ANO stacks up in their respective rankings.
Thus a more dangerous pole crash site will have a low cumulative ranking and a less
dangerous one a high crash severity ranking. Again, the purpose of conducting all
the above mentioned ranking methods is to acknowledge the fact that each ranking
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Table 3.1: Example crash severity ranking by KABCO classification













method has its own problems, and thus, if a site ranks poorly within multiple methods
it is more likely to be a truly deviant site.
3.4 Clear Zone Analysis of Convenience Sample
When investigating the crashes involving poles it is important that the roadside
environment where these poles are located be analyzed throughly. Evaluating the
clear zones will allow assessment of the collective health of the road segment as relative
to its crash status. As mentioned in the data sources section the convenience sample
used for this study is derived from the data collected for the project “Support for the
Elimination of Roadside Hazards”
The clear zone distance available at these sites was measured by analyzing the
video and laser data collected during site data collection. Out of 287 sites analyzed
for the main study, 28 involved poles. The relevant GPS (Figure 3.11), video and
laser data for these 28 sites was compiled for the convenience sample.
The GPS information was used to locate the particular site and to navigate
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Figure 3.11: Pole crashes represented on a map by GPS coordinates
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the data collection van to obtain the related video and laser for that particular site.
Figure 3.11 show a screen shot of the GIS software Maptitude used for navigating
purpose. All the data was interlinked using the constant variable “time”, thus for
every second a GIS coordinate, 4 frames of video, and a graphic plot of all laser
measurement points for that second was available. The laser measurement device is
accurate within a few inches up to 50 feet, and allows the determination of precise
distances from the edge of the travel lane (pavement marking) to the nearest roadside
obstacle (tree, pole, etc.). The laser measures amplitude of the return signal from each
object, and as such, pavement markings are easily identified because their amplitude
is in the range of 100 to 160, whereas the pavement returns readings ranging from
20 to 40. To analyze all this data simultaneously a custom Matlab based software
was developed. This software helped to arrange the vast amount of data for each
second into site-based coordinated video and laser graphic plots. This system helped
researchers to pin point the crash locations and record the corresponding video frame
and laser plot.
The laser data collected had to be calibrated and re-aligned to orient the plot
in the correct Z-axis(vertical axis). To achieve this, roadside features like building
faces, fences, etc. were used. Once calibrated, the laser plot was accurate to collect
the side slope and obstacle distances. By clicking on various points where major
side slope changes occur, the software calculates horizontal distances for each seg-
ment and provides the slope of individual segments. The individual dots represent
corresponding laser measurements. Thus poles, culverts and other obstacles appear
as continuous features. Figure 3.12 shows the video frame and corresponding laser
plot of a pole crash site. In the plot, we can see the level of detail obtained from the
rotating laser measurement with respect to the curb and gutter along the roadway.
The software is also designed to calculate the clear zones for the particular
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Figure 3.12: Video frame and corresponding laser plot
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Figure 3.13: Roadside features and laser measurements
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site using human inputs of speed data. For this particular measurement(Figure 3.13),
there are 3 slope segments. Starting at the edge of the travel lane, the segments
are numbered from left to right. Segment 1 has a slope of 3.4H:1V with a horizontal
distance of 2.2 feet. Segment 2 has a slope of 4.5H:1V and so on. The three columns in
the top left corner of Figure 3.13 represent the segment number(A), horizontal slope
component of the side slope in *H:1V (B), and horizontal distance of the segment(C).
The program also automatically checks for traversable and recoverable slope status
and either includes or excludes sections from the total clear zone and clear zone run
out area.
The software takes into consideration the human inputs and calculates the
total distance, available clear zone and desired clear zone. This information is inserted
at the bottom of the plot(Figure 3.13). The total distance from the edge of travel lane
to obstacle is 14.06 feet. As link 1 is not recoverable it is removed from the clear zone
calculation. Thus actual clear zone is only 11.88 feet. For the combination of ADT
and posted speed the required clear zone is 20-22 feet. Hence the site does not satisfy
the minimum clear zone required for safe operation. Similarly 28 sites were analyzed
for the clear zone adequacy and detailed results are provided in the appendix A for
each site.
3.4.1 Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis:
All 28 poles sites were analyzed using the video and laser data plotted using the
customized Matlab GUI software. The clear zone measurements for all 28 site were
tabulated. A detailed study of the video file for each site was performed to create an
inventory of various roadside features like curb, slope, barrier, etc. which can influce
the crash. This information combined with other information like injury status was
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helpful in assessing the extent of clear zone problem. Availability of sufficient clear
zone was compared to other characteristics of the site to seek possible patterns or
trends available in data.
3.5 Benefit/Cost Analysis on Convenience sample
A simple Cost-Benefit analysis was conducted for the available convenience
sample. To get comparable results, the convenience sample was grouped according
to the functional class (eg. urban principal arterial, rural minor arterial, etc.) Each
group contained samples of two extreme, this type of classification will help us to
understand the range of benefits to be expected if recommended counter measures
are implemented. To aid in this task, the Roadside Safety Analysis Program (RSAP)
was utilized to determine benefit cost ratios.
RSAP is based on the encroachment probability approach and incorporates
two integrated programs: the Main Analysis Program, which contains the cost-
effectiveness procedure and algorithms; and the User Interface Program, which pro-
vides a user-friendly environment for data input and review of program results. The
cost-effectiveness procedure incorporated into RSAP is based on the concept of in-
cremental benefit-cost analysis. The encroachment model uses roadway and traffic
information to estimate the expected encroachment frequency along a highway seg-
ment. Thus RSAP is a comprehensive program to calculate the benefits for cost
inculcated in implementing the alternative recommendations. Figure 3.14 shows the
user interface of RSAP.
To obtain a realistic result which is comparable, following assumptions were
made;
• Fixed Segment Length
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Figure 3.14: Screen of Roadside Safety Analysis Program
Figure 3.15: Highway screen of RSAP
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• Uniform Utility pole placement
• Wooden Utility pole with 12inch diameter
• Life of project(25 years)
• Lane width(12 feet)
• Shoulder width(6 feet)
• Unit encroachment rate adjustment factor
As RSAP uses the reduction in crash rate to calculate the benefit, cost associ-
ated with traffic collisions have a substantial effect on the final cost/benefit ratio. To
eliminate any discrepancies Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) KABCO crash
costs were used in the analysis. [4]
KABCO, 2008
• Fatal $ 5,800,000
• Severe injury $ 402,000
• Moderate injury $ 80,000
• Minor injury $ 42,000
• PDO $ 4,000
The benefit/cost analysis was performed for three main alternatives namely existing
condition, relocating the utilities further away from the traveled way and completely
eliminating the problem by providing underground utilities. The cost of implementing
these alternative is varied from place to place, hence cost estimates were obtained from
SCDOT for South Carolina based scenarios. The cost estimates are as follows,
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• Existing(Do nothing): $ 0
• Relocating: $ 90,000/Mile
• Underground: $ 528,000/Mile




In this chapter the results obtained from the analysis of different components
affecting the utility pole crash problem in South Carolina will be presented the results
are divided into four groups according to the methodology section as follows,
1. Discussion of descriptive statistics,
2. Priority crash ranking system,
3. Roadside feature analysis using clear zone data, and
4. Discussion of range of Benefit/cost ratio for sample.
4.1 Discussion of descriptive statistics
4.1.1 Pole crashes descriptive statistics
As discussed in the methodology section, descriptive statistics were obtained
by preforming cross tabs in Microsoft Access for different roadway and driver behavior
features. The crash database provides a wide variety data that can be cross tabbed
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and presented, these factors are divided into three groups, environmental conditions,
design constraints, and driver characteristics.
4.1.1.1 Environmental factors:
The environmental conditions studies include day of week, time of day, ambient
light conditions and weather conditions.
(a) Table 4.1 shows one third of the pole related crashes occur on Weekends
(Sunday(14.27%) + Saturday(16.79%)= 31%).
Table 4.1: Pole crashes on day of week
Day Day of Week Total(3 years) Percentage
1 SUNDAY 1107 14.27
2 MONDAY 1045 13.47
3 TUESDAY 995 12.82
4 WEDNESDAY 1106 14.25
5 THURSDAY 1116 14.38
6 FRIDAY 1108 14.28
7 SATURDAY 1282 16.52
TOTAL 7759 100
(b) Table 4.2 shows a little over (53%) of the crashes occur between 6pm and
6am.
(c) Table 4.3 compliments the data on time of day, showing the fact that poor
lighting conditions impact the probability of pole crashes with approximately half of
crashes occurring in dark conditions.
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Table 4.2: Pole crashes during the day
TIME OF DAY TOTAL 1 YEAR % CRASHES
12AM-6AM 2127 709 27.41
12PM-6PM 1991 664 25.66
6AM-12PM 1649 550 21.25
6PM-12AM 1992 664 25.67
7759 2586 100
Table 4.3: Pole crashes by light conditions
ALC LIGHT CONDITION Total % Crashes
1 DAYLIGHT 3656 47.12
2 DAWN 190 2.45
3 DUSK 163 2.1
4 DARK (LIGHTING UNSPECIFIED) 373 4.81
5 DARK (STREET LAMP LIT) 1674 21.57
6 DARK (STREET LAMP NOT LIT) 89 1.15
7 DARK (NO LIGHTS) 1614 20.8
TOTAL 7759 100
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(d) Table 4.4 tabulates the weather conditions during the traffic collisions.
About 73% of crashes are attributed to clear weather conditions. Rainy and cloudy
weather are present in 24% of pole related crashes leaving sleet, hail, snow, wind and
unknown to make up the remaining 3%.
Table 4.4: Weather conditions for poles related crashes
WEATHER CONDITIONS WCC Total 1 Year % Crashes
CLEAR (NO ADVERSE CONDITIONS) 1 5660 1887 72.95
RAIN 2 1125 375 14.5
CLOUDY 3 771 257 9.94
SLEET, HAIL 4 57 19 0.73
SNOW 5 26 9 0.34
FOG, SMOG, SMOKE 6 78 26 1.01
BLOWING SAND, OIL, DIRT OR SNOW 7 4 1 0.05
SEVERE CROSSWINDS 8 1 0 0.01
UNKNOWN 9 37 12 0.48
TOTAL 7759 2586 100
While environmental conditions did not indicate any strong trends with time
of day, lighting and adverse weather, these conditions may combine along with other
factors such as driving under influence and speeding in larger proportions.
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4.1.1.2 Roadway factors:
(a) Advancements in tire technology have enabled vehicles to maintain traction
even in the most adverse conditions helping to keep the vehicle on the road. Table 4.5
shows pole crashes by road surface condition. Most (78%) crashes happen when the
road surface is clean and dry, when only 73% occur in dry weather. However adverse
and slipery conditions caused by rain, sleet, hail, or snow do contribute to about 20%
of the poles related crashes.
Table 4.5: Pole crashes by road surface condition
RSC ROAD SURFACE CONDITON Total % CRASHES
1 DRY 6043 77.88
2 WET 1519 19.58
3 SNOW 21 0.27
4 SLUSH 11 0.14
5 ICE 94 1.21
6 CONTAMINATE 2 0.03
7 WATER (STANDING, ETC) 23 0.3
8 OTHER 14 0.18
9 UNKNOWN 32 0.41
TOTAL 7759 100
(b) Majority of the pole crashes occurred on straight level road sections (Ta-
ble 4.6). About 22% crashes involved curved road sections.
(c) Table 4.7 show the roadway functional classification of pole crashes. As
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Table 4.6: Pole crashes by curve
AHC ROAD CHARACTER TOTAL Percentage
1 Straight- Level 1587
2 Straight- On Grade 314 78.24
3 Straight- Hillcrest 41
4 Curve- Level 356
5 Curve- On Grade 168 21.76
6 Curve- Hillcrest 16
Total 2482 100
expected few (3.17%) crashes occured on interstate roads. This is concurent with the
abundance of poles on the roadside of primary, secondary and county roads. Also
the lack of pole related crashes on interstates solidifies the claim that maintaining
sufficient clear zones effectively reduces run-off-road fixed object crashes.
4.1.1.3 Driver factors:
(a) As seen from the Table 4.8 males have a significant share (60%) of pole
related crashes, more than double that of females. Also they make up only 51% of
South Carolinas registered drivers. Thus it can be safely concluded that male are at
a higher risk of being involved in a run-off-road fixed object crashes.
(b) It can be seen from the Table 4.9 that young drivers (35 year old and
younger) lead the statistics for pole related run-off-road crashes. They contribute to
about 55% of the total crashes. But the worst offenders are the drivers within the age
range of 15 to 24 years, they make up about 34% of the total pole related crashes,
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Table 4.7: Pole crashes by functional class
RCT FUNCTIONAL CLASS Total % CRASHES
1 INTERSTATE 246 3.17
2 US PRIMARY 1494 19.26
3 SC PRIMARY 1475 19.01
4 SECONDARY 3429 44.19
5 COUNTY 1115 14.37
TOTAL 7759 100
Table 4.8: Pole crashes by driver gender
DRIVER GENDER TOTAL % SC Registered Drivers
FEMALE 2555 28.53 48.6
MALE 5388 60.17 51.4
UNKNOWN 1011 11.29 0
TOTAL 8954 100 100
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but make up only 17% of the SC licensed driver population. It can also be seen that
the risk of crashes decrease as drivers get older and likely more conservative.
Table 4.9: Pole crashes by driver age distribution
AGE TOTAL % % SC Registered Drivers
0-14 years 41 0.46 0
15-24 years 3046 34.02 17.2
25-34 years 1706 19.05 18.5
35-44 years 1196 13.36 18.3
45-54 years 903 10.08 17.2
55-64 years 486 5.43 13.4
65-74 years 265 2.96 8.2
75+ years 160 1.79 6.6
Unknown 1151 12.85 0.2
Total 8954 100 100
(c) Table 4.10 shows the driver ethnicity distribution for pole related crashes
in South Carolina. Caucasians lead the chart with about 57% of pole related crashes
followed by African Americans. This analysis did not reveal any significant contribu-
tion by driver ethnicity as the results are simply concurent with the state population
distribution.
(d) Speed has notoriously always been associated with run off road vehicular
crashes. This analysis investigates the effects of speed on pole related crashes. Table
4.11 shows the speed statistics of South Carolina pole crash by age distribution. The
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Table 4.10: Pole crashes by driver ethnicity
DRAC DRIVER RACE TOTAL % Crashes
% SC
Population













O OTHER 30 0.34 0.1
U UNKNOWN 1015 11.34 0.5
TOTAL 8954 100 100
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age group 15-24 and 25-35 are highest speed violators, within their age group, 88%
of 15-24 year olds were found to be speeding in relation to the pole related crashes.
When making up about 62% of pole related speed violations. Combined with the
results, overall approximately 38% of pole related crashes involve speeding (Table
4.9). The national trend of young drivers over-involvement in crashes and especially
speed related crasehs is continued.
Table 4.11: Pole crashes by speed and driver age
AGE TOTAL NOT-SPEEDING SPEEDING % SPEEDING
0-14 years 41 20 21 0.23
15-24 years 3046 1620 1426 15.93
25-34 years 1706 1031 675 7.54
35-44 years 1196 795 401 4.48
45-54 years 903 665 238 2.66
55-64 years 486 394 92 1.03
65-74 years 265 222 43 0.48
75+ years 160 137 23 0.26
Unknown 1151 664 487 5.44
Total 8954 5548 3406 38.04
(e) Table 4.12 shows pole crashes by driver gender and speed characteristics.
Male drivers outweigh female drivers by a factor of three when it comes to speeding,
Also male drivers make up about 60% of all pole crashes. Further males between
the age 15 and 34 contribute to about 36% of the total pole related crashes (Table
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4.13). Thus, this analysis indicates that programs are warranted with focus on this
particular population to reduce pole-related crashes.
Table 4.12: Pole crashes by speed and driver gender
Driver Gender SPEEDING NOT-SPEEDING Total % Speeding
Female 728 1701 2429 8.6
Male 2145 2913 5058 25.36
Unknown 368 601 969 4.35
Total 3241 5215 8456 38.32
(f) The crash database maintains the probable cause of the traffic collision in
the expert opinion of the responding officer. Speed of the vehicle is a major cause
for most of the crashes. Table 4.14 shows about 35% of the pole related crashes
were caused by the driver driving too fast for conditions and another 29% exceeding
speed the limit. Driving under the influence of an illegal drug is also a major cause
for accidents. Theses cases account for about 13% of the pole realted crashes. A
distracted driver can also lose control of the vehicle, run off the road and find himself
in a crash, such incidences accounted for around 13%. The top 4 causes total over
60%.
(g) Restraint equipment used is classified under the Occupants table of the
South Carolina crash database (Occupant information was available for only 2004).
About 19% of the South Carolina pole related crashes involved occupants who used
no type of restraint equipment. 65% of drivers were wearing shoulder and lap belt
when involved in pole related crashes (Table 4.15), and the remainder were some
other type od restraint device.
(h) Table 4.16 shows drivers involved in pole related crashes receiving citations.
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Table 4.13: Pole crashes by driver gender and age
Age group Female % Female Male % Male Unknown Total
0-14 years 11 0.45 23 0.45 2 36
15-24 years 873 35.94 1981 39.17 36 2890
25-34 years 480 19.76 1100 21.75 22 1602
35-44 years 410 16.88 709 14.02 10 1129
45-54 years 294 12.10 547 10.81 10 851
55-64 years 156 6.42 293 5.79 4 453
65-74 years 87 3.58 157 3.10 3 247
75+ years 68 2.80 77 1.52 2 147
Unknown 50 2.06 171 3.38 880 1101
Total 2429 100.00 5058 100.00 969 8456
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1 3 Driving Too Fast for
Conditions
2680 37.47
2 16 Under the Influence 995 12.82
3 2 Distracted/Inattention 490 6.32
4 6 Ran Off Road 477 6.15
5 29 Unknown 358 4.61
6 12 Made an Improper
Turn
276 3.56
7 7 Fatigued/Asleep 265 3.42
8 10 Medical Related 261 3.36




Table 4.15: Pole crashes by restraint equipment used
REU RESTRAINT DEVICE TOTAL % CRASHES
0 NONE USED 670 18.58
11 SHOULDER BELT ONLY 15 0.42
12 LAP BELT ONLY 49 1.36
13 SHOULDER AND LAP BELT 2360 65.45
21 CHILD SAFETY SEAT 52 1.44
31 HELMET 8 0.22
41 PROTECTIVE PADS 1 0.03
61 LIGHTING 1 0.03
88 OTHER 3 0.08
99 UNKONWN 447 12.40
Total 3606 100
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Again drivers between the age group of 15 to 24 years received the highest number
of citations. The young driver group (15 to 34 years) received about two thirds of
the citations issued. Male drivers receiving citations outnumbered female drivers by
a ratio of more than 3:1(Table 4.17)
Table 4.16: Pole crashes by citation received by driver age
Age Total Citation Issued % Citation
0-14 years 42 12 0.90
15-24 years 3527 579 43.60
25-34 years 2001 305 22.97
35-44 years 1442 200 15.06
45-54 years 1145 108 8.13
55-64 years 652 43 3.24
65-74 years 346 16 1.20
75+ years 207 8 0.60
Unknown 1974 57 4.29
Total 1328 100
(i) Driving under the influence of alcohol or other drugs, is the act of operating
a vehicle after consuming alcohol or other drugs. It is illegal in the State of South
Carolina to drive with a blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of 0.08 percent or above.
The limit is lower for commercial drivers and drivers under the age of 21. The 0.08
limit is the standard measurement of the ’impaired’ driver throughout the United
States. In addition to alcohol, it is also illegal to drive in the State of South Carolina
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Table 4.17: Pole crashes by citation received by driver gender
Driver Gender Total Citation Issued % Citation Issued
Female 3256 306 23.04
Male 6267 975 73.42
Unknown 1813 47 3.54
Total 1328 100
under the influence of controlled substances such as marijuana, cocaine, inhalants and
other intoxicating substances [15]. Table 4.18 shows the pole related crashes involving
drivers under the influence of alcohol. Young drivers (age below 34 years) represent
about 58% of DUI alcohol related pole crashes. Table 4.19 shows about 80% of male
drivers driving under the influence of alcohol where as only 20 percent females were
under the influence. Male DUI(Alcohol) offenders outnumber females by a ratio of
4:1. Table 4.20 shows the DUI(Drugs) related pole crashes. Again, younger drivers
reported to be tested positive more than any other age group.
(j) Crash severity is an important factor to analyze impact of pole crashes on
the South Carolina demographic. The crashes recorded in the crash database are
classified according to KABCO classification. The KABCO scale is a measure of the
functional injury level of the victim at the crash scene. The codes are selected based
on the on-site judgment of the investigating police officer completing the crash report.
This data is reported in the occupant information table. Table 4.21 shows the severity
of pole related crashes for year 2004 as only 2004 data was available. It is evident
that the young driver group make up about 36% of total fatalities, and lead in injury
severity at 55%.
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0-14 years 41 37 1 3 0.68
15-24 years 3046 2760 131 155 35.23
25-34 years 1706 1511 98 97 22.05
35-44 years 1196 1032 64 100 22.73
45-54 years 903 813 40 50 11.36
55-64 years 486 452 15 19 4.32
65-74 years 265 256 3 6 1.36
75+ years 160 158 1 1 0.23
Unknown 1151 1136 6 9 2.05
Total 8954 8155 359 440 100
Table 4.19: Driver gender based DUI(Alcohol) pole crashes





Female 2429 2286 72 71 16.14
Male 5058 4439 269 350 79.55
Unknown 1467 1461 0 3 0.68
Total 8954 8189 341 424 100
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Table 4.20: Driver age based DUI(Drugs) pole crashes
Age Total Unknown Cocaine Marijuana Opiates Other
0-14 years 42 42 0 0 0 0
15-24 years 3527 3518 0 1 6 2
25-34 years 2001 1980 1 5 4 11
35-44 years 1442 1429 2 5 3 3
45-54 years 1145 1142 0 2 1 0
55-64 years 652 648 0 1 0 3
65-74 years 346 344 0 0 1 1
75+ years 207 207 0 0 0 0






























































































































































































































4.1.2 Comparison of poles and trees Crashes
In this section we will compare the descriptive statistics of both trees and
poles, helping to comprehend the influential factors which make up almost 60% of
fixed object crash fatalities (FARS 2008). For this analysis statistics on trees were
obtained from an earlier study [16]. A graphical representation method emphasize
the trends. A total of 18,969 drivers were involved in 18,036 tree related crashes and
8,954 drivers were involved in 7,759 pole related crashes in South Carolina
(a) Figure 4.1 shows the crash distribution by day of week for tree and pole
related crashes. As seen from the figure the pole and tree crashes have the same
distribution during the week, more crashes recored on weekends.
Figure 4.1: Trees Vs poles by day of week
(b) Weather is considered an influential factor in run off road crashes. Fig-
ure 4.2 shows the weather condition for pole against tree related crashes. About 70
percent of all the crashes both tree and pole related occurred during clear weather
conditions. However, majority of the remaining 30 percent were influenced by bad
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weather (rain, sleet, snow, fog, etc.).
Figure 4.2: Trees vs poles crashes by weather condition
(c) Majority of the crashes occur in the dark conditions, implementing a re-
lationship between crashes and poor light conditions. Figure 4.3 compares ambient
lighting conditions for pole and tree related crashes.
(d) Figure 4.4 shows the road surface conditions for tree and pole related
crashes. About 70% of accidents occurred on dry roads indicating pavement surface
condition is not a prominent factor inflencing fixed object crashes.
(e) The functional classification of the road have an influence on vehicle leaving
off the roadway. Figure 4.5 show the roadway functional classification of pole and
tree crashes. It is observed that most of the crashes (45-50%) occurred on Secondary
type roads. This point to a relation between lesser standard roads and fixed object
crashes as lower functional class roads have short clear zone distances. It can also be
seen that higher incidences of tree crashes on interstate, since utility poles are not
normally placed within clear zone on interstate corridors.
(f) Figure 4.6 show the driver gender classification for pole and tree related
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of tree and pole crashes by light condition
Figure 4.4: Pole vs tree crashes by road surface condition.
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Figure 4.5: Percentage distribution of pole and tree crashes by functional class
crashes. No significant difference can be observed in the driver gender classification
of the pole vs tree crashes.
(g) Pole and tree crashes follow the same distribution in driver ethnicity as the
population demographic of South Carolina. No significant influence can be observed
on pole or tree crashes of driver ethnicity. Figure 4.7 show the pole and tree crashes
by driver ethnicity.
(h) Young drivers below the age of 35 years contribute to more than half of
total crashes in both pole and tree related crashes. Figure 4.8 shows a pie chart
comparing pole and tree crashes. It can be safely concluded that the risk of pole and
tree crashes decrease as drivers get older.
(i) Although the majority of the occupants used seat belts, a significant per-
centage (about 18%) refrained from using any type of restraining device. Figure 4.9
shows different types of restraining devices used in pole and tree crashes on South
Carolina roadways.
(j) Driving too fast for conditions is the most common probable cause for both
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Figure 4.6: Driver gender of pole and tree crashes
Figure 4.7: Pole and tree crashes by driver ethnicity
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Figure 4.8: Driver age classification of pole and tree crashes
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Figure 4.9: Restraint type used in pole and tree crashes
pole and tree crashes, followed by driving under the influence of illegal substances.
Figure 4.10 show the probable cause distribution for pole and tree related crashes.
The top 5 causes are almost same for both categories of crashes.
(k) Run-off the road fixed object crashes are often associated with vehicle speed
and is found as an influencing factor for pole and tree crashes. Figure 4.11 shows
the speed classification of pole and tree related crashes by age group. Once again
young drivers(35 years and less) contributed to most of the speed related crashes.
The speeding percentage for young drivers in pole and tree related crashes is almost
identical. Hence it can be concluded that young drivers are prone to speed and
contribute to run-off road fixed object crashes. This is indication of risk taking
property and lack of experience with driving. Middle and older aged drivers are more
mature and contribute to a lesser extent to such crashes.
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Figure 4.10: Probable cause for tree and pole related crashes
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Figure 4.11: Pole vs tree crashes by speeding statistics
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(l) Figure 4.12 shows pole and tree alcohol related crashes. It can be observed
that young drivers lead the crashes suspected to involve DUI cases. Of all the drivers
suspected to be driving under the influence younger drivers were reported the most.
(m) The crashes recorded in the crash database are classified according to
KABCO (K= Killed, A= Incapacitating injury, B= Non-incapacitating injury, C=
Possible injury and O= No injury) classification. Again it is evident from the Fig-
ure 4.13 that the young driver group make up most of total fatalities, also they lead
the injury severity in both pole and tree crashes.
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Figure 4.12: Alcohol related tree and pole crashes
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Figure 4.13: Injury severity classification of pole and tree crashes
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4.2 Priority crash ranking system
For this analysis pole related crashes from the SCDOT crash database were
used. 7759 crashes were used as input parameters for kernel density, crash rate,
county/route frequency and crash severity analysis in ArcGIS. Various analysis tool-
boxes such as, Density analysis toolbox, Spatial analysis toolbox, etc. were used. The
purpose of conducting all the above mentioned ranking methods is to acknowledge the
fact that each ranking method has its own problems, and thus, if a site ranks poorly
within multiple methods it is more likely to be a truly deviant site. The minimum
cumulative rank possible was 4 while the minimum rank obtained was also 4. For
lucidity and illustrative purposes all the results obtained have been displayed over the
map of South Carolina to convey the treads. The pole crashes plotted were ranked
less than 7 on the cumulative ranking scale. Figure 4.14
Figure 4.15 shows the kernel density analysis performed on pole related crashes
in South Carolina. It can be clearly seen that major hubs of pole crashes are in
Greenville, Richland, Horry, Lexington, Anderson, Charleston and York. This is con-
sistent with the population distribution of South Carolina. The descriptive statistics
obtained for the SCDOT crash database validate this result. Table 4.22 show the
counties in South Carolina leading in pole crashes. The top ten counties make up
almost 60% of total pole crashes in South Carolina.
Linear patterns of pole crashes are observed on roads in and around ma-
jor cities like Greenville, Anderson, Charleston, Columbia and Myrtle Beach. Fig-
ures 4.16,4.17,4.18,4.19 show the pole crashes by spatial location in South Carolina.
It can be observered that various road sections in South Carolina can be identified
as high risk pole crash sites. U276 and U123 in Greenville, U76 in Anderson, S322
and U21B in York, S262 and U1 in Richland, I26 and S61 in Charleston and U701 in
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Figure 4.14: Cumulative rank example
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Figure 4.15: Kernel density analysis on pole crashes in South Carolina
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Table 4.22: Top ten counties by pole crashes
County Total TOP 10 % Pole Crashes
GREENVILLE 856 1 11.03
RICHLAND 661 2 8.52
LEXINTON 554 3 7.14
CHARLESTON 529 4 6.82
SPARTANBURG 498 5 6.42
ANDERSON 396 6 5.1
BERKELEY 341 7 4.39
YORK 345 8 4.45
AIKEN 305 9 3.93
HORRY 235 10 3.03
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Horry. These are the worst affected roadway segments in South Carolina.
Figure 4.16: Spatial location of pole crashes in upstate South Carolina
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Figure 4.17: Pole crashes on S322 and U21B in York county
Figure 4.18: Pole crashes on U76, S262 and U1 in Richland and Lexington
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Figure 4.19: Pole crashes on I26 and S61 in Charleston county
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4.3 Roadside feature analysis using clear zone data
The convenience sample obtained from the Elimination of roadside hazards
project was used for this analysis. 28 sites were throughly analyzed using the GPS
locations, video-log and laser plots using the Matlab based custom GUI. 135 pole
related crashes were associated with these 28 sites. Roadside features like clear zone
distances, barriers, curbs, etc. were examined. The results obtained are tabulated
below,
Table 4.23 shows the clear zone distance observed at site. 24 out of 28 sites
analyzed did not meet minimum clear zone requirements. About 87% of pole related
crashes occured at clear zone deficient sites. Table 4.24 shows the barrier status of
the pole crash sites. Note that none of the 28 sites had any kind of barriers(guardrail,
etc.). Ditches observered on the roadside were checked for traversibility, Table 4.25
shows that no ditches were observed on sites were minimun clearzone requirements
were statisfied. Five non traversible ditches were observed on clear zone deficient
sites.
Table 4.23: Clear zone status for pole crashes
Clear Zone Situation Total Sites Related Crashes % Crashes
Clear Zone Met 4 17 12.59
Clear Zone Not Met 24 118 87.41
Total 28 135 100
Table 4.26 shows the sites where curbs were observed. “Curbs are generally
recognized as having no significant containment or redirection capability, AASHTO
Roadside Design Guide recommends that clear zone should be based on traffic volumes
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Table 4.24: Pole crash site by barrier status
Barrier Clear Zone Met Clear Zone Not Met
Barrier Provided 0 0
Barrier Not Provided 4 24
Table 4.25: Pole crash sites by ditch traversibility
Clear Zone
Situation
No Ditch Traversible Non
Traversible
Total Sites
Clear Zone Met 4 0 0 4
Clear Zone Not
Met
16 3 5 24
and speeds, both without and with a curb. There are still contradictory passages
in various AASHTO documents, the Technical Committee on Roadside Safety has
initiated a short-term project to identify all such inconsistencies and to recommend
appropriate language corrections. The 2002 AASHTO Roadside Design Guide says,
“When obstructions exist behind curbs, a minimum horizontal clearance of 0.5m
(1.5ft) should be provided beyond the face of curbs to the obstructions. This offset
may be considered the minimum allowable horizontal clearance (or operational offset),
but it should not be construed as an acceptable clear zone distance. Since curbs do
not have a significant redirectional capability, obstructions behind the curb should
be located at or beyond the minimum clear-zone distances.”([5],[3]) Table 4.26 shows
that sites with curbs on the roadside do not have minimum clear zone distances. In
fact all the 11 sites with curb had 10 feet or less clearance between curb and pole.
Table 4.27 shows the pole related crash severity by the available clear zone.
About 85% of crashes involving injuries occured on deficient clear zone sites. Ta-
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Table 4.26: Pole crash site with curb
Clear Zone Situation Total Sites No Curb Curb
Clear Zone Met 4 4 0
Clear Zone Not Met 24 13 11
ble 4.28 shows the crash severity by deficient clear zone distance. Over 70% of
crashes occured at locations where clear zone deficiency was less than five feet. As
the deficiency in the distance between the edge of road and the nearest pole obstacle
increased, so did the severity of resulting crashes.
Table 4.27: Pole crash severity by clear zone status
Clear Zone Status Total Crashes PDO Injury Fatal
Clear Zone Met 17 9 8 0
Clear Zone Not Met 118 71 45 2
Total 135 80 53 2
“The Roadside Design Guide defines a clear zone as the total roadside border
area, starting at the edge of the traveled way, available for safe use by errant vehicles.
This area may consist of a shoulder, a recoverable slope, a non-recoverable slope,
and/or a clear run-out area. A recoverable slope is a slope on which a motorist
may, to a greater or lesser extent, retain or regain control of a vehicle by slowing
or stopping. Slopes flatter than 1V:4H are generally considered recoverable. A non-
recoverable slope is a slope which is considered traversable but on which an errant
vehicle will continue to the bottom. Embankment slopes between 1V:3H and 1V:4H
may be considered traversable but non-recoverable if they are smooth and free of
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Table 4.28: Pole crash severity by clear zone deficiency
CZ Deficiency Total Crashes PDO Injury Fatal % Crashes
0-5 14 6 8 0 10.37
5-10 57 36 21 0 42.22
10-15 36 22 12 2 26.67
Above 20 4 2 2 0 2.96
Clear Zone Met 24 14 10 0 17.78
Total 135 80 53 2 100.00
fixed objects. Slopes steeper than 1V:3H are not considered traversable and are not
considered part of the clear zone.”([5] , [3]) Table 4.29 shows the pole crash sites by
slope characteristics. 16 out of 28 site had traversible and recoverable and 9 with
critical slopes.
In a few cases, the total distance between poles and edge of travel lane were
sufficient to meet clear zone requirements, but roadside slopes or presence of non-
traversible ditches precluded the site from meeting clear zone requirements. In these
cases, poles need not be relocated, rather regrading or reconstruction of ditches is all
that will be required
4.4 Discussion of range of Benefit/cost ratio for
sample
Benefit/cost analysis was performed for the sites with similar characteristics
within the available convenience sample. The data available for these 28 sites was
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Table 4.29: Clear zone distance by slope characteristics
Slope Total sites Clear Zone Met
Clear Zone
Not Met







analyzed and the sites were grouped according to SCDOT functional classification.
Such type of grouping will allow us to correlate benefits observed for these crashes to
existing conditions on current SCDOT roadways. Furthermore, to gauge the range
of benefit/cost ratio expected from implementing suggested alternative, these groups
were scouted for sites with extreme and mild conditions. Thus, benefit/cost analysis
of such groups provides realistic interpretation of the expected benefits. Roadside
Safety Analysis Program (RSAP) was used for this analysis.
As mentioned in Methodology section, the following three types of alternative
were analyzed,
1. Existing condition - Status quo
2. Relocate the pole to desired clear zone distance
3. Clearing roadside by providing underground utilities (Uniform clear zone free
of hazardous objects)
Table 4.30 shows the different sites used to analyze the benefit/cost ratio.
These input variables were obtained manually by collecting distances using custom
software and querying the SCDOT crash data base. Table 4.31 show the clear zone
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data obtained from the clear zone analysis. This information was useful in both
understanding the existing conditions and situation given utility relocation to follow
the expected minimum clear zone distance requirements. These factors were input
into RSAP and the software was calibrated to run simulations for the conditions
specified.
“RSAP incorporates a stochastic solution method using the Monte Carlo simu-
lation technique. Vehicle encroachments are simulated one at a time to (1) determine
if a crash would occur and the resulting severity and (2) calculate the associated crash
costs. RSAP calculates the benefit/cost ratio by analyzing changes in annual crash
rates for each alternative. RSAP seed numbers determine how the encroachments are
sampled as well as the associated encroachment characteristics. Thus, using the same
seed number could eliminate variations between runs of the same application.” [17]
Hence for repeated runs of RSAP, the same seed numbers were used for respective
alternative treatment options.
Table 4.32 summarizes the benefit/cost ratios of all the analyzed pole crash
sites from the convenience sample. The table provides ratios for all the three alterna-
tives and also ratios for relocating the poles against providing underground utilities.
A distinct difference is observed for the results of the extreme versus mild condition
sites. For the urban minor arterial extreme condition, a high benefit/cost ratio of
3.92 was observed for relocating the poles to provide minimum required clear zone,
also underground utilities can provide a benefit ratio of 1.18.
The benefit ratios for relocating the poles over providing underground utili-
ties are significantly higher, this major difference in ratios can be attributed to the
installation cost of the two alternatives. As discussed earlier, the cost for relocating
poles(75k-100k/mile) is almost five times cheaper than providing underground utili-
ties(528k/mile). The benefit/cost ratio for urban minor arterial mild condition was
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Table 4.30: Input variable for benefit/cost analysis
NSITE ID SCDOT Func Class AADT Speed Limit # of lanes
101Pole Urban Minor Arterial 25400 45 4
118Pole Urban Minor Arterial 4400 35 4
97Pole Urban Collector 9700 35 2
24Pole Urban Collector 2400 45 2
30Pole Rural Minor Arterial 10800 55 2
113Pole Rural Minor Arterial 3200 30 2
87Pole Rural Collector 3700 45 2
69Poles Rural Collector 1150 55 2
not above 1, meaning that it would cost more to implement than would be recovered
in crash savings. The difference in benefit/cost ratios of extreme and mild conditions
indicate that most bang of the buck can be obtained by treating the worst pole crash
sites. A sample output report of RSAP analysis is indexed in appendix C.
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Table 4.31: Clear zone distances for benefit/cost analysis pole crash sample sites



















7.04 6.86 16-18 no
118Pole Urban Minor
Arterial
1.89 1.5 14-16 no
97Pole Urban Collector 8.33 6.57 14-16 no
24Pole Urban Collector 14.9 9.6 16-18 no
30Pole Rural Minor
Arterial
19.65 12.14 20-22 no
113Pole Rural Minor
Arterial
14.55 11.62 12-14 no
87Pole Rural Collector 14.16 14.16 22-26 no




















































































































































































































































































































































































The goal of this research was to develop a guiding document to aid in iden-
tifying problematic utility pole crash sites within South Carolina, and analyze the
current utility pole crash situation. As defined in the introduction section, this thesis
aims to qualitatively and quantitatively assess poles related crashes in South Car-
olina. A multi-tasked approach was taken and here we enumerate the respective
results obtained from analyzing the pole crash problem in South Carolina,
Researchers Objectives:
• Qualitatively and quantitatively assess poles related crashes in South Carolina
and perform in depth study of the problem
1. Fixed object crashes make about 48% of the fatalities in South Carolina,
when nationally they contribute to only 21% and pole related crashes are
the second most hit objects after only trees.
2. South Carolina pole related crashes were analyzed. They revealed that the
most influential factors were
– Lack of proper light conditions,
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– Limited use of restraining devices
– Driving too fast for conditions,
– Probable causes like driver inattentiveness and driving under influ-
ence(DUI)
– Secondary roads
3. The most affected driver group are young male drivers below the age of 35
years.
4. Pole related crashes share the same influencing factors as tree crashes in
South Carolina
5. 28 Site analyzed for clear zone requirements revealed that lack of minimum
clear zone is a major factor in pole related crashes and obstacles should be
located beyond the minimum clear zone distances to reduce crash proba-
bility
6. Due to limitations of individual ranking method, a cumulative ranking was
identified, it helped identify the worst roadway segment and counties in
South Carolina
• Suggest potential countermeasures to increase safety and analyze the potential
benefits
1. Review of existing literature on pole crashes and counter measurements
revealed that,
– 40 % of utility pole crashes involve at lest some type of injury
– Relocating poles further away of the traveled way effectively reduces
the number of crashes
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– Cost of relocating the utilities can be shared by the DOT’s and utility
companies
2. Benefit/cost analysis were analyzed for four groups of functional class
which revealed greater benefits can be observed for the worst crash sites
(high traffic, insufficient clear zone) with utility pole relocation, whereas
only the worst sites could justify the implementation of underground utili-
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TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 14.06
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 11.88
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 20-22






PRIMARY NAME : US Hwy. 1





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
40118867Pole Utility Pole Possible
40345727Pole Other Not Injured
40468447Pole Utility Pole Possible
40683067Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
40717407Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
20050336207Pole Other(Wall,Buildign,Tunnel,etc) Not Injured
20060086407Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
20060667057Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : US Hwy. 1
SECONDARY NAME : Davis Hwy.
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 14.51
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 14.51
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 20-22






PRIMARY NAME : US Hwy. 1





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
40118867Pole Utility Pole Possible
40345727Pole Other Not Injured
40468447Pole Utility Pole Possible
40683067Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
40717407Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
20050336207Pole Other(Wall,Buildign,Tunnel,etc) Not Injured
20060086407Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
20060667057Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : US Hwy. 1
SECONDARY NAME : Davis Hwy.
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 15.48
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 6.85
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 14-16




DITCH SECTION Non Traversible
BARRIER INSTALLED NO






ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
411306411Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200500051311Pole Utility Pole Possible
200501977711Pole Utility Pole Possible
200505924511Pole Utility Pole Possible
200605306711Pole Utility Pole Possible
200605585811Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Possible
200614652711Pole Utility Pole Possible











PRIMARY NAME : Bleakly St. SE
SECONDARY NAME :
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 14.01
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 7.57
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 10-12




DITCH SECTION Non Travesible
BARRIER INSTALLED NO
PRIMARY NAME : U 29





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
406966318Pole Ditch Possible
409829018Pole Utility Pole Incapacitating
411105118Pole Motor Vehicle(In Transport) Possible
200508415318Pole Utility Pole Non-incapacitating
200600890418Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : U 29
SECONDARY NAME : S23 261
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 3.17
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 3.17
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 14-16






PRIMARY NAME : U 25 B





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
200501862019Pole Utility Pole Possible
200503736819Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200510891219Pole Utility Pole Possible
200603904319Pole Light/Luminaire support Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : U 25 B
SECONDARY NAME : S 23 513
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 2.65
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 2.57
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 16-18












ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
406614820Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
407061920Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200502174720Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200507168120Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200507275020Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200507741320Pole Mailbox Not Injured
200508981020Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200604770120Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200609649420Pole Utility Pole Fatal











PRIMARY NAME : U 25
SECONDARY NAME :
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 14.9
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 9.6
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 16-18






PRIMARY NAME : U 17





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
200601930324Pole Utility Pole Possible
200603229924Pole Utility Pole Non-incapacitating
200605238124Pole Utility Pole Possible











PRIMARY NAME : U 17
SECONDARY NAME : SC 111
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 19.65
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 12.14
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 20-22




DITCH SECTION Non Traversible
BARRIER INSTALLED NO
PRIMARY NAME : US 178





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
200503595330Pole Ditch Not Injured
200506442230Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200510136630Pole Utility Pole Non-incapacitating
200600179430Pole Motor Vehicle(In Transport) Possible
200610816030Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : US 178
SECONDARY NAME : Highway 178
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 7.15
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 1.46
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 14-16






PRIMARY NAME : Riverview Road





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
200505006837Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
200508705237Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
200513985237Pole Light/Luminaire support Not Injured
200515831237Pole Utility Pole Possible
200600757337Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200602384037Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Possible
200607838537Pole Utility Pole Possible
200614312437Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
200615284737Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : Riverview Road
SECONDARY NAME : SH 85
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 1.58
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 1.27
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 24-26












ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
200506278838Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200605852238Pole Utility Pole Possible
200607707438Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200609860638Pole Utility Pole Incapacitating











PRIMARY NAME : Cedar Circle Roa
SECONDARY NAME :
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 6.59
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 6.59
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 20-22












ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
407233639Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Possible
200615177439Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : SH 55
SECONDARY NAME :
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 6.68
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 6.68
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 20-22












ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
411029748Pole Utility Pole Possible
200500508748Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : Bacon Bridge Roa
SECONDARY NAME :
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 23.7
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 23.7







PRIMARY NAME : Richland Ave Rd.





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
200500076854Pole Light/Luminaire support Not Injured
200502794354Pole Light/Luminaire support Not Injured
200601370854Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200601781254Pole Utility Pole Possible
200602626054Pole Motor Vehicle(In Transport) Non-incapacitating











PRIMARY NAME : Richland Ave Rd.
SECONDARY NAME : Augusta Aiken Rd
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 2.69
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 2.69
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 14-16






PRIMARY NAME : Richland Ave Rd.





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
200500076854Pole Light/Luminaire support Not Injured
200502794354Pole Light/Luminaire support Not Injured
200601370854Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200601781254Pole Utility Pole Possible
200602626054Pole Motor Vehicle(In Transport) Non-incapacitating











PRIMARY NAME : Richland Ave Rd.
SECONDARY NAME : Augusta Aiken Rd
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 17.71
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 17.38
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 20-22






PRIMARY NAME : Augusta Hgy.





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
400907960Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Possible
200512165960Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Possible
200611217660Pole Utility Pole Possible











PRIMARY NAME : Augusta Hgy.
SECONDARY NAME : US Hgy. 1
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 22.79
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 10.2
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 22-24




DITCH SECTION Non Traversible
BARRIER INSTALLED NO
PRIMARY NAME : Edgefield Hgy.





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
405329263Pole Utility Pole Possible
200501693163Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
200514039363Pole Utility Pole Non-incapacitating
200605075863Pole Utility Pole Fatal
200606267463Pole Utility Pole Possible











PRIMARY NAME : Edgefield Hgy.
SECONDARY NAME : SH 19
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 18.93
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 18.93













ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
403649185Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
410461885Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
411372685Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
412096585Pole Other Not Injured
200510657085Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Possible
200510851585Pole Motor Vehicle(In Transport) Incapacitating
200514522685Pole Fence Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : Boiling springs
SECONDARY NAME :
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 14.16
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 14.16
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 22-26






PRIMARY NAME : U 321





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
407324587Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
200501745787Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200504480387Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
200508321487Pole Other Not Injured
200605002887Pole Other Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : U 321
SECONDARY NAME : S32
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 18.32
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 18.32







PRIMARY NAME : U 178





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
200508122494Pole Motor Vehicle(Stopped) Possible
200514993394Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Possible











PRIMARY NAME : U 178
SECONDARY NAME : Riverbank DR
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 8.33
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 6.57
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 14-16






PRIMARY NAME : U 17 A





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
406926397Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
408842497Pole Utility Pole Possible
412582597Pole Light/Luminaire support Possible
415474697Pole Curb Not Injured
200510474797Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200512969097Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200605560197Pole Utility Pole Possible











PRIMARY NAME : U 17 A
SECONDARY NAME : S main ST
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 16.21
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 16.21
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 16-18






PRIMARY NAME : S 6





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
200514241798Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
200603693198Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
200605452798Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : S 6
SECONDARY NAME : Eadiean
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 7.04
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 6.86
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 16-18












ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
4059475101Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
4092157101Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
4101268101Pole Curb Possible
2006064518101Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
2006076200101Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
2006086648101Pole Other(Post, Pole,support,etc) Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : Pelham Rd
SECONDARY NAME :
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 14.55
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 11.62
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 12-14












ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
2005073269113Pole Utility Pole Possible
2005111673113Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
2006139997113Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : Floyd Rd
SECONDARY NAME :
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 4.25
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 4.25
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 14-16












ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
2005158316119Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
2006000927119Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
2006057743119Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
2006129617119Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : Eden Ter
SECONDARY NAME :
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 18.57
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 18.57







PRIMARY NAME : Pine Log Rd





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
4049336122Pole Mailbox Possible
4093907122Pole Utility Pole Possible
2005129272122Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : Pine Log Rd
SECONDARY NAME : SH67
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 10.47
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 5.03
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 12-14




DITCH SECTION Non Traversible
BARRIER INSTALLED NO
PRIMARY NAME : Hubart Clay Rd





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
2005045588123Pole Utility Pole Possible
2005151209123Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
2006142066123Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
2006154001123Pole Overturn/Roll Over Possible











PRIMARY NAME : Hubart Clay Rd
SECONDARY NAME : SH
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 20.23
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 20.33
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 12-14






PRIMARY NAME : Hubart Clay Rd





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
2005045588123Pole Utility Pole Possible
2005151209123Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
2006142066123Pole Utility Pole Not Injured
2006154001123Pole Overturn/Roll Over Possible











PRIMARY NAME : Hubart Clay Rd
SECONDARY NAME : SH
SITE DETAILS:









TOTAL AVAL DISTANCE(ft): 14.49
APPLICABLE CLEAR ZONE(ft): 14.49
DESIRED CLEAR ZONE(ft): 16-18






PRIMARY NAME : Lake Edisto Rd NW





ANONSITE ID FIRST HARMFULL EVENT CRASH SEVERITY
2006002647131Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
2006018116131Pole Highway Traffic Sign Post Not Injured
2006124204131Pole Utility Pole Not Injured











PRIMARY NAME : Lake Edisto Rd NW
SECONDARY NAME : State Rd S 38 1203
SITE DETAILS:
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Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:20:59AMTime: 
Page:   1
Benefit/Cost Ratio Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternative Description
1 Base Condition
2 Relocating Utility pole to  18'
3 Underground Utilities
Alternative
Alternative 1 2 3
1 0.00 3.92 1.18
2 0.00 0.00 0.65
3 0.00 0.00 0.00
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:20:59AMTime: 
Page:   2
Alternative Cost Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternative Description
1 Base Condition
2 Relocating Utility pole to  18'
3 Underground Utilities
Annual Annual
Expected Crash Crash Installation
Alternative Frequency (Acc/Yr) Cost ($) Cost ($)
1 0.115739 13094.73   0.00
2 0.028253 6015.58 1920.36
3 0.004915   3.63 11266.10
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:20:59AMTime: 
Page:   3
Feature Cost Report
File Name: U Minor A-high




Beginning Of Crash Average Annual Crash
Feature First Segment Freq (Acc/Year) Severity Cost ($) Category
1.1 0.0 0.009522 3.61  427.19  Fixed Objects
1.2 125.0 0.008474 3.58  557.40  Fixed Objects
1.3 250.0 0.008354 3.61  582.53  Fixed Objects
1.4 375.0 0.008140 3.67  643.79  Fixed Objects
1.5 500.0 0.008000 3.63  647.08  Fixed Objects
1.6 625.0 0.007842 3.63  639.58  Fixed Objects
1.7 750.0 0.007656 3.62  519.98  Fixed Objects
1.8 875.0 0.007431 3.55  362.23  Fixed Objects
1.9 1000.0 0.007911 3.62  375.83  Fixed Objects
1.10 1125.0 0.007916 3.54  354.24  Fixed Objects
1.11 1250.0 0.008074 3.60  367.51  Fixed Objects
1.12 1375.0 0.008255 3.65  349.54  Fixed Objects
1.13 1500.0 0.008294 3.59  349.12  Fixed Objects
1.14 1625.0 0.008653 3.58  350.19  Fixed Objects
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:20:59AMTime: 
Page:   4
Feature Cost Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternative: 2
Description: Relocating Utility pole to  18'
Distance From Expected
Beginning Of Crash Average Annual Crash
Feature First Segment Freq (Acc/Year) Severity Cost ($) Category
1.1 0.0 0.001943 3.59  157.21  Fixed Objects
1.2 125.0 0.001709 3.58  171.03  Fixed Objects
1.3 250.0 0.001760 3.56  208.07  Fixed Objects
1.4 375.0 0.001784 3.58  208.56  Fixed Objects
1.5 500.0 0.001800 3.63  263.55  Fixed Objects
1.6 625.0 0.001758 3.62  241.71  Fixed Objects
1.7 750.0 0.001753 3.59  245.44  Fixed Objects
1.8 875.0 0.001648 3.60  194.78  Fixed Objects
1.9 1000.0 0.001620 3.60  167.71  Fixed Objects
1.10 1125.0 0.001606 3.57  161.07  Fixed Objects
1.11 1250.0 0.001606 3.61  137.83  Fixed Objects
1.12 1375.0 0.001624 3.63  138.07  Fixed Objects
1.13 1500.0 0.001626 3.62  130.96  Fixed Objects
1.14 1625.0 0.001737 3.59  131.39  Fixed Objects
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:20:59AMTime: 
Page:   5
Feature Cost Report
File Name: U Minor A-high




Beginning Of Crash Average Annual Crash
Feature First Segment Freq (Acc/Year) Severity Cost ($) Category
1.1 0.0 0.004915 0.37    3.63  Foreslopes
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:20:59AMTime: 
Page:   6
Input Data Report
File Name: U Minor A-high




Total Installation Cost ($) 0.00
Annual Maintenance Cost ($) 0.00
Discount Rate 4.00
Area Type Urban
Functional Class Minor Arterial
Highway Type Two-Way, Undivided




Nominal Percent Truck(%) 10.0
ADT 25400
Traffic Growth Factor(%) 2.0
Encroachment Rate Adjustment Factor 1
Random Seed Number 38727000 (User Specified)
Median Percent
Segment Length(ft) Width(ft) Grade(%)
1 1760.0 0.0 2.0
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:21:00AMTime: 
Page:   7
Input Data Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternative 1 [Baseline(Existing) Conditions]
Feature Category Type
1  Fixed Objects  Wooden Utility Pole, 300 mm (12 in.) Dia.
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:21:00AMTime: 
Page:   8
Input Data Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternative 1 [Baseline(Existing) Conditions]
Feature Length(ft) Width(ft) Flare Rate Location Offset(ft) Distance(ft)
1 1.0 1.0 0.000 Right 7.0 0.0
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:21:00AMTime: 
Page:   9
Input Data Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternavtive 2
Description Relocating Utility pole to  18'
Life(years) 25
Total Installation Cost ($) 30000.00
Annual Maintenance Cost ($) 0.00
Discount Rate 4.00
Area Type Urban
Functional Class Minor Arterial
Highway Type Two-Way, Undivided




Nominal Percent Truck(%) 10.0
ADT 25400
Traffic Growth Factor(%) 2.0
Encroachment Rate Adjustment Factor 1
Random Seed Number 38727000 (User Specified)
Median Percent
Segment Length(ft) Width(ft) Grade(%)
1 1760.0 0.0 2.0
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:21:00AMTime: 
Page:   10
Input Data Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternative 2
Feature Category Type
1  Fixed Objects  Wooden Utility Pole, 300 mm (12 in.) Dia.
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:21:00AMTime: 
Page:   11
Input Data Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternative 2
Feature Length(ft) Width(ft) Flare Rate Location Offset(ft) Distance(ft)
1 1.0 1.0 0.000 Right 18.0 0.0
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:21:00AMTime: 
Page:   12
Input Data Report
File Name: U Minor A-high




Total Installation Cost ($) 176000.00
Annual Maintenance Cost ($) 0.00
Discount Rate 4.00
Area Type Urban
Functional Class Minor Arterial
Highway Type Two-Way, Undivided




Nominal Percent Truck(%) 10.0
ADT 25400
Traffic Growth Factor(%) 2.0
Encroachment Rate Adjustment Factor 1
Random Seed Number 38727000 (User Specified)
Median Percent
Segment Length(ft) Width(ft) Grade(%)
1 1760.0 0.0 2.0
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:21:00AMTime: 
Page:   13
Input Data Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternative 3
Feature Category Type
1  Foreslopes  Flat Ground
Roadside Safety Analysis Program  Version 2.0.3
Date: April 06, 2010  11:21:00AMTime: 
Page:   14
Input Data Report
File Name: U Minor A-high
U Minor A-ExtremeProject Description: 
Alternative 3
Feature Length(ft) Width(ft) Flare Rate Location Offset(ft) Distance(ft)
1 1.0 1.0 0.000 Right 1.0 0.0
Appendix C Pole crash database
Please refer to the supplement file for 2004-2006 Pole crash database.
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Table 1: Variables and definitions used
Variable Name Definition
ATG Alcohol Test Given
ATR2 Alcohol Test Results
CN2 Citation Number 2
ANO Collision Number
CTY County of Collision
DOB Date of Birth
DAY Day of the Week
DRAC Driver Race
DSEX Driver Sex
DTG Drug Test given
DTR Drug Test Results
ECS Estimated Collision Speed
FHE First Harmful Event
ALC Light Condition
MHE Most Harmful Event




Table 2: Variables and definition used
Variable Name Definition
RTN Route Number
SOE 1 Sequence of Events 1
SOE 2 Sequence of Events 2
SOE 3 Sequence of Events 3
SOE 4 Sequence of Events 4
SPL Speed Limit
TIM Time of the Day
FAT Total Fatalities
INJ Total Injuries




DTG Drug Test Given
DTR Drug Test Result
SEV Injury Class
LAT Latitude
LON Longitude
174
